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Paths to Wealth through Common Stocks contains one
original concept after another, each designed to greatly
improve the results of those who self-manage their
investments -- while helping those who rely on
professional investment advice select the right advisor
for their needs. Originally written by investment legend
Philip A. Fisher in 1960, this timeless classic is now
reintroduced by his well-known and respected son,
successful money manager Ken Fisher, in a new
Foreword. Filled with in-depth insights and expert advice,
Paths to Wealth through Common Stocks expands upon
the innovative ideas found in Fisher's highly regarded
Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits -- summarizing
how worthwhile profits have been and will continue to be
made through common stock ownership, and revealing
why his method can increase profits while reducing risk.
Many of the ideas found here may depart from
conventional investment wisdom, but the impressive
results produced by these concepts -- which are still
relevant in today's market environment -- will quickly
remind you why Philip Fisher is considered one of the
greatest investment minds of our time.
'The best business book I've ever read.' Bill Gates, Wall
Street Journal 'The Michael Lewis of his day.' New York
Times What do the $350 million Ford Motor Company
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of Xerox, and the unbelievable scandals at General
Electric and Texas Gulf Sulphur have in common? Each
is an example of how an iconic company was defined by
a particular moment of fame or notoriety. These notable
and fascinating accounts are as relevant today to
understanding the intricacies of corporate life as they
were when the events happened. Stories about Wall
Street are infused with drama and adventure and reveal
the machinations and volatile nature of the world of
finance. John Brooks's insightful reportage is so full of
personality and critical detail that whether he is looking at
the astounding market crash of 1962, the collapse of a
well-known brokerage firm, or the bold attempt by
American bankers to save the British pound, one gets
the sense that history really does repeat itself. This
business classic written by longtime New Yorker
contributor John Brooks is an insightful and engaging
look into corporate and financial life in America.
Each year, for thirty years, two veteran investment
advisors attended Berkshire Hathaway's Annual
Shareholders Meeting. After each meeting, they
chronicled Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger's best
lessons from that year. This book compiles those thirty
years of wisdom for the first time.
Explains financial analysis techniques, shows how to
interpret financial statements, and discusses the analysis
of fixed-income securities and the valuation of stocks
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs
Business Book of the Year Prize 2008 The Snowball is
the first and will be the only biography of the world's
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cooperation and collaboration. Combining a unique blend
of "The Sage of Omaha's" business savvy, life story and
philosophy, The Snowball is essential reading for anyone
wishing to discover and replicate the secrets of his
business and life success. Warren Buffett is arguably the
world's greatest investor. Even as a child he was
fascinated by the concept of risk and probability, setting
up his first business at the age of six. In 1964 he bought
struggling Massachusetts textile firm Berkshire
Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th largest corporation
in the US purely through the exercise of sound investing
principles - a feat never equalled in the annals of
business. Despite an estimated net worth of around
US$62 billion, Buffett leads an intriguingly frugal life
taking home a salary of only £50,000 a year. His only
indulgence is a private jet, an extravagance he wryly
acknowledges by calling it "The Indefensible". In 2006,
he made the largest charitable donation on record, with
most of it going to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
The Snowball provides a comprehensive, richly detailed
insight one of the world's most extraordinary and much
loved public figures.
PHIL BEUTH spent his entire broadcasting career with
one company. As the first employee of a fledgling media
startup in 1955, Phil worked his way up over a 40-year
span, as Capital Cities grew to become one of America's
most influential and successful media companies.
Limping on Water is a Dickensian rags-to-riches tale of a
disadvantaged boy, born with cerebral palsy who,
through luck, pluck, strength of character, skill,
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at one of America's most respected and successful
media companies, Capital Cities Communications; "The
minnow that swallowed the whale." Phil was born in a
blue-collar neighborhood of Staten Island to parents of
English and German stock in 1932. To state that his
origins were humble is like saying the Yankees know a
thing or two about baseball. The young struggling family
was crushed by the tragic death of Phil's father when
Phil was just four, causing his mother to park her young,
physically impaired son with her step-father, an
embittered, war-wounded veteran (of the Spanish-
American War!), who ran a ramshackle "Sanford and
Son" junk business out of his backyard. What propelled
this boy to raise himself by his orthopedic bootstraps to
become a respected and honored leader in his field, a
member of two Broadcasting Halls of Fame, head of
Good Morning America and a Division President of
ABC? What comes through this very personal
account--peppered with interesting and amusing
anecdotes about his partners and celebrities like Ted
Knight, Lowell Thomas, Charlie Gibson, Sir Paul
McCartney, Frank Sinatra, Cher, Jackie Robinson, Red
Barber, Nelson Rockefeller, Barbara Walters, Warren
Buffett, Sammy Davis Jr., Burt Reynolds, Red Skelton,
Muhammad Ali, and many more--is Phil's generosity, self-
deprecating humor, unbound creativity and warm-
hearted congenial talent. More than simply recollections
of a career at a celebrated company and the famous
people encountered along his path, Phil's story is a keen
insider's chronicle of that "Mad Men" golden era of
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into being. It is also a powerful lesson in forging a career
that is ethical and prosperous; "doing well and doing
good."
The Warren Buffett Way provided the first look into the
strategies that the master uses to pick stocks. A New
York Times bestseller, it is a valuable and practical
primer on the principles behind the remarkable
investment run of the famed oracle of Omaha. In this
much-awaited companion to that book, author Robert
Hagstrom takes the next logical step, revealing how to
profitably manage stocks once you select them. THE
WARREN BUFFETT PORTFOLIO will help you through
the process of building a superior portfolio and managing
the stocks going forward. Building a concentrated
portfolio is critical for investment success. THE
WARREN BUFFETT PORTFOLIO introduces the next
wave of investment strategy, called focus investing. A
comprehensive investment strategy used with
spectacular results by Buffett, focus investing directs
investors to select a concentrated group of businesses
by examining their management and financial positions
as compared to their stock prices. A strategy that has
historically outperformed the market, focus investing is
based on the principle that a shareholder's return from
owning a stock is ultimately determined by the
economics of the underlying business. Hagstrom
explains in easy-to-understand terms exactly what focus
investing is, how it works, and how it can be applied by
any investor at any level of experience. He demonstrates
how Buffett arranges his stocks in a focus portfolio and
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returns as the individual stocks he picks. Ultimately,
Hagstrom shows how to use this technique to build and
manage a portfolio to achieve the best possible results.
Since its hardcover publication in August of 1995, Buffett
has appeared on the Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles Times,
Seattle Times, Newsday and Business Week bestseller
lists. Starting from scratch, simply by picking stocks and
companies for investment, Warren Buffett amassed one
of the epochal fortunes of the twentieth century—an
astounding net worth of $10 billion, and counting. His
awesome investment record has made him a cult figure
popularly known for his seeming contradictions: a
billionaire who has a modest lifestyle, a phenomenally
successful investor who eschews the revolving-door
trading of modern Wall Street, a brilliant dealmaker who
cultivates a homespun aura. Journalist Roger
Lowenstein draws on three years of unprecedented
access to Buffett’s family, friends, and colleagues to
provide the first definitive, inside account of the life and
career of this American original. Buffett explains
Buffett’s investment strategy—a long-term philosophy
grounded in buying stock in companies that are
undervalued on the market and hanging on until their
worth invariably surfaces—and shows how it is a
reflection of his inner self.
Are you ready to start really growing your money?Would you
like to finally learn how to pick stocks?Then you are ready to.
. . Invest Like Warren Buffett. But is it really possible for
anyone to learn to invest like Warren Buffett? Don't I need
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not. Buffett's investment strategy can be imitated by anyone,
with any size account. This book will lead you every step of
the way, in easy-to-understand language. I have studied
Warren Buffett and his investments for over 20 years. Over
that time, I have distilled Buffett's most valuable investing
insights into an easy-to-follow program. It's time to learn a
proven strategy that takes the stress out of investing.In this
book, you will learn: How to compound wealth like Buffett
Sneaky tricks for decoding financial statements How to tell
the difference between a great business and a mediocre
business How to figure out how much to pay for a high-quality
stock The best times to buy stocks Investing pitfalls to avoid
How to profit from bear markets, instead of getting destroyed
The beauty of the Buffett approach is its simplicity. Imagine
how relaxed you will feel when you learn how to invest with a
Zen-like calm, like Buffett himself. Amazon best-selling author
and retired hedge fund manager, Matthew Kratter will teach
you the secrets that he has used to profitably invest in stocks
for the last 20 years, following Buffett's methods. Buffett's
strategy is powerful, and yet so simple to use. Even if you are
a complete beginner, this book will quickly bring you up to
speed. And if you ever get stuck, you can always reach out to
me by email (provided inside of the book), and I will help you.
Are you ready to start growing your money today?Then scroll
to the top of this page and click BUY NOW.
A collection of the inspiring words and wisdom from America's
favorite businessman that reveal his secrets of success from
the bestselling authors of Buffettology and The New
Buffettology. Like the sayings of the ancient Chinese
philosopher Lao-tzu, Warren Buffett's worldly wisdom is
deceptively simple and enormously powerful in application. In
The Tao of Warren Buffett, Mary Buffett—author of three
books on Warren Buffett's investment methods—joins noted
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you Warren Buffett's smartest, funniest, and most memorable
sayings with an eye toward revealing the life philosophy and
the investment strategies that have made Warren Buffett, and
the shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway, so enormously
wealthy. Warren Buffett's investment achievements are
unparalleled. He owes his success to hard work, integrity, and
that most elusive commodity of all, common sense. The
quotations in this book exemplify Warren's practical strategies
and provide useful illustrations for every investor—large or
small—and models everyone can follow. The quotes are culled
from a variety of sources, including personal conversations,
corporate reports, profiles, and interviews. The authors
provide short explanations for each quote and use examples
from Buffett's own business transactions whenever possible
to illustrate his words at work. As Warren says: "You should
invest in a business that even a fool can run, because
someday a fool will." "No matter how great the talent or effort,
some things just take time: You can't produce a baby in one
month by getting nine women pregnant." "Our method is very
simple. We just try to buy businesses with good-to-superb
underlying economics run by honest and able people and buy
them at sensible prices. That's all I'm trying to do." The Tao of
Warren Buffett inspires, amuses, sharpens the mind, and
offers priceless investment savvy that anyone can take to the
bank. This irresistibly browsable and entertaining book is
destined to become a classic.
Compiled by the son of the cofounder of H&R Block, a
collection of business quotes and advice from the most
successful investor of the twentieth century, Warren Buffett.
Warren Buffett, chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, is
widely considered the most successful investor of the
twentieth century. Since the early 1950s, Buffett has proved
himself to be an astute investor, and he turned Berkshire
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tenth-largest public company in the world, valued at more
than $600 billion. Buffett is well known for his simple but
invaluable principles regarding investing and finances, and
countless businessmen and people looking to be smarter with
their money and their investments have turned to Buffett for
his advice. One of those people is Robert Bloch, son of the
cofounder of the tax preparation company H&R Block. The
Warren Buffett Book of Investing Wisdom contains 350
quotes that Bloch has personally found to be indispensable to
financial success. With the written blessing of Buffett himself,
Bloch has selected the best of Buffett, wisdom that will guide
you to becoming the most disciplined and rational long-term
investor you can be.
With an insider's view of the mind of the master, Mary Buffett
and David Clark have written a simple guide for reading
financial statements from Buffett's successful perspective.
They clearly outline Warren Buffett's strategies in a way that
will appeal to newcomers and seasoned Buffettologists alike.
Inspired by the seminal work of Buffett's mentor, Benjamin
Graham, this book presents Buffett's interpretation of financial
statements with anecdotes and quotes from the master
investor himself. Destined to become a classic in the world of
investment books, Warren Buffett and the Interpretation of
Financial Statements is the perfect companion volume to The
New Buffettology and The Tao of Warren Buffett.
"Teaches essential accounting terminology and techniques
that serious stock investors need to know." -- Preface
Presents a summary of David Dodd and Benjamin Graham's
original 1934 guide to value investing, with strategies and
advice that are still relevant in the twenty-first century.
Includes chapter-by-chapter summaries, analysis, outlines,
and themes found throughout the book.
Have you ever tried to read "The Intelligent Investor"? It's not
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Graham's classic investing text accessible to even the newest
investor.
"This is that rarity, a useful book."--Warren Buffett Howard
Marks, the chairman and cofounder of Oaktree Capital
Management, is renowned for his insightful assessments of
market opportunity and risk. After four decades spent
ascending to the top of the investment management
profession, he is today sought out by the world's leading
value investors, and his client memos brim with insightful
commentary and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now
for the first time, all readers can benefit from Marks's wisdom,
concentrated into a single volume that speaks to both the
amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of
experience and study, The Most Important Thing explains the
keys to successful investment and the pitfalls that can destroy
capital or ruin a career. Utilizing passages from his memos to
illustrate his ideas, Marks teaches by example, detailing the
development of an investment philosophy that fully
acknowledges the complexities of investing and the perils of
the financial world. Brilliantly applying insight to today's
volatile markets, Marks offers a volume that is part memoir,
part creed, with a number of broad takeaways. Marks
expounds on such concepts as "second-level thinking," the
price/value relationship, patient opportunism, and defensive
investing. Frankly and honestly assessing his own
decisions--and occasional missteps--he provides valuable
lessons for critical thinking, risk assessment, and investment
strategy. Encouraging investors to be "contrarian," Marks
wisely judges market cycles and achieves returns through
aggressive yet measured action. Which element is the most
essential? Successful investing requires thoughtful attention
to many separate aspects, and each of Marks's subjects
proves to be the most important thing.
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readers deep into Warren Buffett's investment portfolio. Each
of Buffett's current stock investments is analyzed in detail with
information as to why Buffett found these attractive
businesses and how he determined that they are good long-
term investments. Each company will analyzed using the
criteria outlined in Buffettologyand Warren Buffett and the
Interpretation of Financial Statements. The reader can then
apply these techniques to a variety of other stocks and see if
they meet Buffett's criteria. Although information about
Warren Buffett's stock portfolio is available on-line, it is
merely listings of the stocks Warren owns. No one else
explains the criteria Warren uses to determine how and when
to buy and sell. In addition this book will include stocks that
are too new to be on-line. The authors will also look at a few
top-performing stocks that Warren has sold in the last ten
years.
In Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money Mind, Hagstrom
breaks new ground with a deep analysis of Buffett’s essential
wisdom, an intricate mosaic of wide-ranging ideas and
insights that Buffett calls a Money Mind. What exactly is a
Money Mind? At one level, it’s a way of thinking about major
financial issues such as capital allocation. At another level, it
summarizes an overall mindset for successfully investing in
today’s fast-paced stock market, a mindset that depends on
a commitment to learning, adapting, and facing down
irrelevant noise. This is not a method book. It is a thinking
book. Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money Mind
explains the philosophies of self-reliance, stoicism,
rationalism, and pragmatism and their contributions to making
intelligent investment decisions. It also outlines the evolution
of value investing, discusses how to develop a business-
driven investing mindset, and describes the defining traits of
successful active management. Lastly, it examines the
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and artist. In short, Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money
Mind helps readers understand the building blocks that go
into making a Money Mind so they can begin to incorporate
its principles in the service to a life of value. Testimonials “An
erudite masterpiece...” –Lawrence A. Cunningham, author;
professor and director, Quality Shareholders Initiative,
George Washington University “It’s another must-read...”
–Bethany McLean, journalist and Contributing Editor, Vanity
Fair, author, Saudi America and co-author The Smartest
Guys in the Room “Pure Genius! This is a game changer in
investment books...” –Robert P. Miles, author; Executive in
Residence, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Executive MBA
Program, "The Genius of Warren Buffett" “Effervescence and
thoughtful analysis of Buffett’s life and work...” –Tom
Gayner, Co-chief Executive Officer, Markel Corporation
“Hagstrom’s books always enable readers to think about the
world in new ways...” –Tren Griffin, author, Charlie Munger:
The Complete Investor
If you want to outsmart a crook, learn his tricks—Darrell Huff
explains exactly how in the classic How to Lie with Statistics.
From distorted graphs and biased samples to misleading
averages, there are countless statistical dodges that lend
cover to anyone with an ax to grind or a product to sell. With
abundant examples and illustrations, Darrell Huff’s lively and
engaging primer clarifies the basic principles of statistics and
explains how they’re used to present information in honest
and not-so-honest ways. Now even more indispensable in our
data-driven world than it was when first published, How to Lie
with Statistics is the book that generations of readers have
relied on to keep from being fooled.
Warren Buffett's Three Favorite BooksA Guide to the
Intelligent Investor, Security Analysis, and the Wealth of
NationsLightning Source Incorporated
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Clayton tells his story, from being born to poor cotton farmers
in west Tennessee to building Clayton Homes into one of the
top distributors and loaners in the mobile home industry.
Have you ever tried to read "Security Analysis"? It's not easy!
With 100 page summaries, you'll finally find Benjamin
Graham's classic investing textbook accessible.
Recommended Reading by Warren Buffet in his March 2013
Letterto Shareholders How speculation has come to dominate
investment—ahard-hitting look from the creator of the first
index fund. Over the course of his sixty-year career in the
mutual fundindustry, Vanguard Group founder John C. Bogle
has witnessed amassive shift in the culture of the financial
sector. The prudent,value-adding culture of long-term
investment has been crowded outby an aggressive, value-
destroying culture of short-termspeculation. Mr. Bogle has not
been merely an eye-witness to thesechanges, but one of the
financial sector’s most activeparticipants. In The Clash of the
Cultures, he urges a return tothe common sense principles of
long-term investing. Provocative and refreshingly candid, this
book discusses Mr.Bogle's views on the changing culture in
the mutual fund industry,how speculation has invaded our
national retirement system, thefailure of our institutional
money managers to effectivelyparticipate in corporate
governance, and the need for a federalstandard of fiduciary
duty. Mr. Bogle recounts the history of the index mutual fund,
how hecreated it, and how exchange-traded index funds have
altered itsoriginal concept of long-term investing. He also
presents afirst-hand history of Wellington Fund, a real-world
case study onthe success of investment and the failure of
speculation. The bookconcludes with ten simple rules that will
help investors meet theirfinancial goals. Here, he presents a
common sense strategy that"may not be the best strategy
ever devised. But the number ofstrategies that are worse is
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Speculationcompletes the trilogy of best-selling books,
beginning withBogle on Investing: The First 50 Years (2001)
and Don'tCount on It! (2011)
The Richest Man in the Babylon. This book deals with the
personal success of each of us. Success means results
coming from our efforts and ability. A good preparation is the
key to our success. So keep a part of what you earn with
yourself. From the benefits of saving to the essentials of
getting rich, this collection of educative Babylonian fables
gives you timeless information on how to make money. It
guides to getting rich, attracting good fortune and the five
golden rules. As a guide to understanding hydro-wealth and a
powerhouse has been inspiring readers for generations. You
know that Babylon became the richest city of the ancient
civilization because it had reserved part of its earnings for the
future. That’s why citizens got everything they wanted. How
can you always keep your wallet heavy, the author has taught
very beautifully on this topic.
Examines how investors are being exploited and deceived by
both financial institutions and corporate America, discussing
such topics as broker compensation, fair disclosure, and
401(k) investments.
It's time to redefine the CEO success story. Meet eight
iconoclastic leaders who helmed firms where returns on
average outperformed the S&P 500 by more than 20 times.
From the "guru to Wall Street's gurus" comes the
fundamental techniques of value investing and their
applications Bruce Greenwald is one of the leading
authorities on value investing. Some of the savviest people
on Wall Street have taken his Columbia Business School
executive education course on the subject. Now this dynamic
and popular teacher, with some colleagues, reveals the
fundamental principles of value investing, the one investment
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covering general techniques of value investing, the book
proceeds to illustrate their applications through profiles of
Warren Buffett, Michael Price, Mario Gabellio, and other
successful value investors. A number of case studies
highlight the techniques in practice. Bruce C. N. Greenwald
(New York, NY) is the Robert Heilbrunn Professor of Finance
and Asset Management at Columbia University. Judd Kahn,
PhD (New York, NY), is a member of Morningside Value
Investors. Paul D. Sonkin (New York, NY) is the investment
manager of the Hummingbird Value Fund. Michael van Biema
(New York, NY) is an Assistant Professor at the Graduate
School of Business, Columbia University.
As in previous editions of The Essays of Warren Buffett, this
one retains the architecture and philosophy of the original
edition but adds selections from Warren Buffett's most recent
annual shareholder letters. All the letters are woven together
into a fabric that reads as a complete and coherent narrative
of a sound business and investment philosophy. As an aid to
all readers, and to enable readers of the previous editions to
see what is new in this one, a disposition table at the end of
the book shows the various places in this collection where
selections from each year's letter appear. Footnotes
throughout indicate the year of the annual report from which
essays are taken. To avoid interrupting the narrative flow,
omissions of text within excerpts are not indicated by ellipses
or other punctuation. This new edition is called for not
because anything has changed about the fundamentals of
Buffett's sound business and investment philosophy but
because articulation of that philosophy is always delivered in
the context of contemporary events and business conditions
so periodic updating is warranted to maintain its currency
First published in 1936, One Thousand Ways to Make $1000
is the long out-of-print book that Warren Buffett's biographers
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and giving him his trademark appreciation of compound
interest. After pulling a copy of One Thousand Ways off a
library shelf at age eleven and devouring F.C. Minaker's
plucky and practical business advice, Buffett declared that he
would be a millionaire by the time he was 35. Written in the
immediate, conversational style of Dale Carnegie's How to
Win Friends and Influence People, this book is full of
inventive ideas on how to make money through excellent
salesmanship, hard work, and resourcefulness. While some
of the ideas may seem quaint today-goat dairying,
manufacturing motor-driven chairs, and renting out billiard
tables to local establishments are among the money-making
ideas presented- the underlying fundamentals of business
explained in these pages remain as solid as they were over
seventy years ago. Covering a wide spectrum of topics
including investing, marketing, merchandising, sales,
customer relations, and raising money for charity, One
Thousand Ways to Make $1000 is both a durable, classic
business book and a fascinating portrait of determined
entrepreneurship in Depression-era America. Every effort has
been made to reproduce the content exactly as it was
originally presented.
Using the letters Warren Buffett wrote to his partners between
1956 and 1970, a veteran financial advisor presents the
renowned guru’s “ground rules” for investing—guidelines that
remain startlingly relevant today. In the fourteen years
between his time in New York with value-investing guru
Benjamin Graham and his start as chairman of Berkshire
Hathaway, Warren Buffett managed Buffett Partnership
Limited, his first professional investing partnership. Over the
course of that time—a period in which he experienced an
unprecedented record of success—Buffett wrote semiannual
letters to his small but growing group of partners, sharing his
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time and with Buffett’s permission, the letters spotlight his
contrarian diversification strategy, his almost religious
celebration of compounding interest, his preference for
conservative rather than conventional decision making, and
his goal and tactics for bettering market results by at least
10% annually. Demonstrating Buffett’s intellectual rigor, they
provide a framework to the craft of investing that had not
existed before: Buffett built upon the quantitative contributions
made by his famous teacher, Benjamin Graham,
demonstrating how they could be applied and improved.
Jeremy Miller reveals how these letters offer us a rare look
into Buffett’s mind and offer accessible lessons in control and
discipline—effective in bull and bear markets alike, and in all
types of investing climates—that are the bedrock of his
success. Warren Buffett’s Ground Rules paints a portrait of
the sage as a young investor during a time when he
developed the long-term value-oriented strategy that helped
him build the foundation of his wealth—rules for success every
investor needs today.
This book IS: Completely interactive with over 10 hours of
video content. A starting point for amateur and intermediate
investors to finally understand the content found in The
Intelligent Investor, Security Analysis, and the Wealth of
Nations. Easy to understand, yet covers complex topics for
stocks, bonds, and preferred shares. Did you know Warren
Buffett, the world's wealthiest stock investor, is quoted as
saying three books have shaped his investment philosophy?
For more than half a century, he used the information
provided in these three books to go from nothing - to a
massive $39 billion net worth. The three books that gave him
this wisdom are: The Wealth of Nations (pub. 1776) by Adam
Smith, Security Analysis (pub. 1934) by Benjamin Graham,
and The Intelligent Investor (pub. 1949), also by Benjamin
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Columbia and the most influential financial advisor he ever
had. So, have you ever tried reading Graham's books? Many
might agree the books are as exciting as listening to Ben
Stein read the 30th page of The Wall Street Journal. It is time
we fixed that. Instead of keeping these billion-dollar secrets
hidden behind thousands of pages of financial jargon, I wrote
one simple guide - Warren Buffett's Three Favorite Books. If
you're looking for a guide that explains how the wealthy really
think and buy assets, you're in the right place. This isn't a get-
rich-quick book. Instead, this is where your investing
techniques take a turn in the road. This book will teach you
how to accumulate assets and become very wealthy over
decades of wise decisions and proper asset valuation. The
best part about the book is the methods are taught in an easy-
to-follow and understandable scenario for all to enjoy!
A groundbreaking system for measuring organizational
trustworthiness to determine investment potential
"Tremendous! Laura Rittenhouse has delivered again!
Investing Between the Lines is destined to become a classic
in showing how candor is the language of trust and how trust
is the basis on which companies ultimately succeed. I highly
recommend this most interesting and insightful book."
Stephen M. R. Covey, author of the New York Times and #1
Wall Street Journal bestseller The Speed of Trust and
coauthor of Smart Trust In Investing Between the Lines, CEO
communications expert, L. J. Rittenhouse offers a proven
methodology for accurately analyzing the worthiness of an
investment: Reading corporate "fog," i.e., shareholder letters,
and other corporate correspondence. Based on a model
that's made believers of Warren Buffet and Jack Welch,
Rittenhouse looks at the "fog" of 100 Fortune 500
companies—and then overlays these "Fog rankings" on the
stock's price performance. It's a system that made
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implosion, and other financia disasters—and that will arm
investors with the skills and knowledge to unearth hidden
risks in their portfolios and pick potential winners. L. J.
Rittenhouse is president of Rittenhouse Rankings Inc, a CEO
strategic and investor relations company that annually
conducts a benchmark survey of CEO candor and stock price
performance
Analyzes the principles of stock selection and various
approaches to investing, and compares the patterns and
behavior of specific securities under diverse economic
conditions
Mutual-fund superstar Peter Lynch and author John Rothchild
explain the basic principles of the stock market and business
in an investing guide that will enlighten and entertain anyone
who is high-school age or older. Many investors, including
some with substantial portfolios, have only the sketchiest idea
of how the stock market works. The reason, say Lynch and
Rothchild, is that the basics of investing—the fundamentals of
our economic system and what they have to do with the stock
market—aren’t taught in school. At a time when individuals
have to make important decisions about saving for college
and 401(k) retirement funds, this failure to provide a basic
education in investing can have tragic consequences. For
those who know what to look for, investment opportunities are
everywhere. The average high-school student is familiar with
Nike, Reebok, McDonald’s, the Gap, and the Body Shop.
Nearly every teenager in America drinks Coke or Pepsi, but
only a very few own shares in either company or even
understand how to buy them. Every student studies American
history, but few realize that our country was settled by
European colonists financed by public companies in England
and Holland—and the basic principles behind public
companies haven’t changed in more than three hundred
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style accessible to anyone who is high-school age or older
how to read a stock table in the daily newspaper, how to
understand a company annual report, and why everyone
should pay attention to the stock market. They explain not
only how to invest, but also how to think like an investor.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the
best and most successful guide to reading comprehension for
the general reader, completely rewritten and updated with
new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not just
why we should read books, but how we should read them. It's
masterfully done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in
1940, this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic that
introduces and elucidates the various levels of reading and
how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through
systematic skimming and inspectional reading, to speed
reading. Readers will learn when and how to “judge a book
by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read critically, and
extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is
instruction in the different techniques that work best for
reading particular genres, such as practical books,
imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and
mathematics, philosophy and social science works. Finally,
the authors offer a recommended reading list and supply
reading tests you can use measure your own progress in
reading skills, comprehension, and speed.
Want to follow in Warren Buffett’s investing footprints? Value
Investing For Dummies, 2nd Edition, explains what value
investing is and how to incorporate it into your overall
investment strategy. It presents a simple, straightforward way
to apply proven investment principles, spot good deals, and
produce extraordinary returns. This plain-English guide
reveals the secrets of how to value stocks, decide when the
price is right, and make your move. You’ll find out why a
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say, get tips in investing during jittery times, and understand
how to detect hidden agendas in financial reports. And, you’ll
uncover the keys to identifying the truly good businesses with
enduring and growing value that continually outperform both
their competition and the market as a whole. Discover how to:
Understand financial investments View markets like a value
investor Assess a company’s value Make use of value
investing resources Incorporate fundamentals and intangibles
Make the most of funds, REITs, and ETFs Develop your own
investing style Figure out what a financial statement is really
telling you Decipher earnings and cash-flow statements
Detect irrational exuberance in company publications Make a
value judgment and decide when to buy Complete with
helpful lists of the telltale signs of value and “unvalue,” as
well as the habits of highly successful value investors, Value
Investing For Dummies, 2nd Edition, could be the smartest
investment you’ll ever make!
Of Galbraith's classic examination of the 1929 financial
collapse, the Atlantic Monthly said:"Economic writings are
seldom notable for their entertainment value, but this book is.
Galbraith's prose has grace and wit, and he distills a good
deal of sardonic fun from the whopping errors of the nation's
oracles and the wondrous antics of the financial community."
Now, with the stock market riding historic highs, the
celebrated economist returns with new insights on the legacy
of our past and the consequences of blind optimism and
power plays within the financial community.
The extraordinary life story of the former chairman of the
Federal Reserve, whose absolute integrity provides the
inspiration we need as our constitutional system and political
tradition are being tested to the breaking point. As chairman
of the Federal Reserve (1979-1987), Paul Volcker slayed the
inflation dragon that was consuming the American economy
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extraordinary feat was just one pivotal episode in a decades-
long career serving six presidents. Told with wit, humor, and
down-to-earth erudition, the narrative of Volcker's career
illuminates the changes that have taken place in American
life, government, and the economy since World War II. He
vibrantly illustrates the crises he managed alongside the
world's leading politicians, central bankers, and financiers.
Yet he first found his model for competent and ethical
governance in his father, the town manager of Teaneck, NJ,
who instilled Volcker's dedication to absolute integrity and his
"three verities" of stable prices, sound finance, and good
government.
Charles Munger is Warren Buffett decade's long business
partner, and his investment filter, jokingly called by Mr. Buffett
- the abominable no man. The early pages cover Munger's
family history, his framework for investing [wait for the fat
pitches, and assess each opportunity using rational, rigorous
frameworks drawn from multiple disciplines (and not finance
theory!)], and even some warm testaments from family,
friends and colleagues. The next section, assembled by
leading investor Whitney Tilson, is well edited and benefits
from Tilson's massaging of quotations made over time into
logical sub-headings. The bulk of the text though is, as the
subtitle suggests, the wit and wisdom of Mr. Munger as
conveyed through various speeches in the last couple decade
or so before 2006.
Warren Buffett is the most famous investor of all time and one
of today’s most admired business leaders. He became a
billionaire and investment sage by looking at companies as
businesses rather than prices on a stock screen. The first two
editions of The Warren Buffett Way gave investors their first
in-depth look at the innovative investment and business
strategies behind Buffett’s spectacular success. The new
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And, more importantly, it draws on the new field of behavioral
finance to explain how investors can overcome the common
obstacles that prevent them from investing like Buffett. New
material includes: How to think like a long-term investor – just
like Buffett Why “loss aversion”, the tendency of most
investors to overweight the pain of losing money, is one of the
biggest obstacles that investors must overcome. Why
behaving rationally in the face of the ups and downs of the
market has been the key to Buffett’s investing success
Analysis of Buffett’s recent acquisition of H.J. Heinz and his
investment in IBM stock The greatest challenge to emulating
Buffett is not in the selection of the right stocks, Hagstrom
writes, but in having the fortitude to stick with sound
investments in the face of economic and market uncertainty.
The new edition explains the psychological foundations of
Buffett’s approach, thus giving readers the best roadmap yet
for mastering both the principles and behaviors that have
made Buffett the greatest investor of our generation.
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